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HRIS IN FOCUS


BY WILLIAM M. KUTIK


MEASURING AND THEN MANAGING DIVERSITY. 

Several experienced consultants have said writing exclusively about human resource information systems (HRIS) had to become boring quickly because it's always the same old thing. One person who consistently proves them wrong is Valdis Krebs.

Krebs is a truly rare bird in HRIS: a genuinely creative computer techie who also knows HR functionality inside out. So far, the HR departments at Toyota USA, Ford, and now the TRW Space & Defense Sector in Redondo Beach, CA, have all benefited from his rare combination of skills.

He has come up with a new application of technology to a new HR problem: managing the diverse workforce. Krebs' central point is "You can't manage what you can't measure," and he is using his own Macintosh software program to help TRW measure and then manage their diversity.

What's to measure? skeptics might ask. We've already got all our numbers on women and minorities, as required by EEO/AAP, they say. Well, having the right numbers is not enough. Krebs cites recent academic research that points out only employees who become part of a company's internal social networks and critical information flows become productive workers, stay with the company, and get promoted.

Krebs' software, called InFlow, allows you to take an x-ray of an organization to see how different individuals and groups are actually linked and work together. Whether woman, for instance, are integrated into an organizational network. Or how well minority employees communicate with the white males. Or why Asians aren't moving up into management even though they have all the qualifications.

"You can see things that were formerly invisible," he says, "like the glass ceiling highlighted by the federal Department of Labor".

THE PROCESS STARTS with each employee completing a 30-minute questionnaire. The questions center on their relationships with other people in the organization: Who gives you information? How useful is it for your job? How frequently? Whom do you give information to? The gender and ethnic identification codes of each respondent can be downloaded from the corporate HRIS.
From this data, InFlow draws an information flow chart that bears little resemblance to a company's traditional org chart. Instead it shows who is actually talking to whom or which group to which others. The intensity and value of the communication is shown by lines of varying width.

This diagram reveals how an organization actually functions, by showing who is central or critical to various information flows and networks. Since the diagram identifies individuals as women, minorities and white males, it also pinpoints the "old-boy networks" that determine policy within the organization, regardless of what the official org chart says.

Krebs recently completed the pilot project at TRW: a survey of one 105-member department with nine separate workgroups. "The diagrams showed that department to be in pretty good shape," Krebs says, "and we didn't find any patterns of exclusion of women and minorities." Other departments will follow.

THE INFLOW SOFTWARE recently caught the attention of management guru Tom Peters, co-author of "In Search of Excellence." In his monthly newsletter, Peters wrote:

"It goes far beyond counting heads for Equal Employment Opportunity regulations. Mapping the old-boy network and real decision-making power is an act of pure genius."

InFlow's ability to show how work really gets done may be getting increased attention. In San Diego, TRW will be using it as part of a Total Quality Management effort to see how networks of people link up with business processes. There, the questionnaire will focus on each business process: Whom do you work with on accounts receivable, product planning, marketing, etc.? It's just a different way InFlow can be used to slice an organization.

"We got some interesting questions from the people involved in the pilot project," Krebs says. "They wanted to know if InFlow could help show them what the critical jobs are. I think it can."
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